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The Nevada Credit Union League strongly believes that the member-owned, not-for-profit credit union 
charter is the charter of choice for providing the public with consumer-friendly financial products and 
services. 
 
We also strongly believe that the issue of credit union charter conversions should be approached from the 
point of view of the members of the credit union, since they are the owners of the institution. 
  
We understand that under current laws and regulations, credit unions face more restrictions on their 
operations than do mutual savings banks or commercial banks. In particular, credit unions lack access to 
alternate sources of capital, face higher net worth requirements, are more restricted in business lending, 
and serve a defined field of membership. We are dedicated to lessening or removing these restrictions on 
credit union operations through legislative or regulatory means.  
 
However, research has confirmed that even with these greater restrictions, the credit union charter 
provides by far the best deal for credit union members. The primary driver of this greater benefit is the 
not-for-profit cooperative structure and the credit union tax exemption, which allows credit unions to offer 
a far better economic return to their members than would be possible for a stock owned bank.  
 
In addition, substantial case law suggests that depositor ownership of a mutual thrift is merely a 
technicality, so that the fiduciary responsibility of a thrift board is to serve the institution. Credit unions are 
owned by their members; therefore, the fiduciary responsibility of a credit union’s board of directors is to 
the owners—the members. There are indeed real differences between a mutual thrift and a credit union, 
and these differences favor the members of credit unions.  
 
There is no evidence of any circumstance under current law and regulation where members have been 
better off after a conversion to either form of bank charter. While there may be operational advantages to 
the management of a credit union to have a bank charter, the credit union exists for the benefit of the 
members, and it is the responsibility of credit union leadership to preserve that value for the members.  
 
However, in the future the relative member benefit of a credit union compared to a bank charter could 
change. It’s possible that the restrictions on credit unions’ capital, lending or fields of membership could 
become so onerous that the balance would tip in favor of a bank charter. Or, it is conceivable that the tax 
exemption could be lost. Although the likelihood of either of these changes is extremely low, the mere 
possibility of such changes in the future requires maintaining the alternative of a charter conversion for 
credit unions.  
 
The existence of such a safety valve for a charter conversion—to be maintained for future emergency—
can be misused by current credit union management. There can be significant personal financial 
incentives for this to happen. Such inappropriate use of charter conversions is facilitated by the fact that 
many members do not fully understand their ownership interest in their credit union, and how the 
cooperative structure benefits them. This lack of understanding in no way diminishes these ownership 
rights; credit union members have the full right to decide the future of their credit union, and a fully 
informed membership would be unlikely to vote for a conversion under current laws and regulations.  
 
In order to protect the interests of credit union members, the Nevada Credit Union League will:  
 

• Continue to seek legislative and regulatory changes (state and federal) that will make the credit 
union charter even stronger.  



• Pursue state and federal regulatory changes to strengthen conversion disclosure requirements to 
ensure that members are more fully informed about their ownership interests and the 
consequences to them of a conversion. 
 

• Work with state and federal regulators to address guidelines that ensure an open and fair voting 
process.  
 

• Educate credit union regulators of the philosophical roots, operating structures, not-for-profit 
(financial structure), and people helping people/community practices of credit unions. 
 

• Educate credit union directors’ of their fiduciary responsibility to protect the members’ interests 
by advocating for  
o Disclosures of personal conflicts of interest.  

o Consideration of alternative solutions, which might include merger, liquidation, dividend 
prior to conversion, etcetera.  

 
• Seek ways to eliminate any unjust enrichment of insiders in credit union conversions or in 

subsequent conversions of the thrifts to stock ownership.  
 

• Express fact-based opinions to the media regarding the importance of complete, fair and 
balanced disclosures, the avoidance of undue enrichment on the part of any credit union official, 
and the need for a fair voting and conversion process in order to protect the interests of all 
members.  
 

• Direct members, the media, and the general public to a central repository of information regarding 
conversions and their impact on credit union members.  
 

• Assist credit unions to educate members on the credit union difference.  
 

 


